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Dianne Feinstein (D-CA) and Rep. Mike Rogers (R-MI), to come on the air and claim, without evidence, that they'd seen "clues" suggesting former NSA contractor turned whistleblower Edward Snowden was, ...
Snowden on the Dangers of the 'Privatized' National Security State, in the Interview the U.S. 'News' Networks Didn't Bother to Show You
Eight of these people said Snowden and his executive team have ... administration with more than a dozen top staffers. STEP INSIDE THE WEST WING: What's really happening in West Wing offices?
Top House Intel staffer, former Schiff chief departs for K Street
Snowden, who released highly classified documents from inside the National Security Agency ... the center of struggles between Beijing and the West. The Microsoft systems are used by a broad ...
U.S. Accuses China of Hacking Microsoft
This is due to a rare breakdown in Washington’s pro-surveillance consensus, as the unauthorized disclosures of Edward Snowden ... to collect digital data inside and outside the country, and ...
The Strange New Politics of U.S. Domestic Surveillance
Just like Snowden ... and the West German BND. From 1970 until 2018, one of the foremost providers of encryption equipment for governments around the world was secretly a covert operation ...
Project Rubicon: The NSA Secretly Sold Flawed Encryption For Decades
India’s intelligence services are in the midst of a dangerous crisis that threatens our republic Giuseppe Mazzini eagerly opened his mail, and carefully searched the envelopes for poppy seeds and ...
Pegasus: India's intelligence services are in midst of dangerous crisis
Eight of these people said Snowden and his executive team have ... association as they lean more heavily on their own lobbying operations, according to two people familiar with the dynamics ...
‘Nowhere to be found’: The internet industry’s D.C. powerhouse recedes
In 2013, former US intelligence contractor Edward Snowden disclosed how the US's ... made fortunes selling them to governments. Hacking operations and the infiltration of communication devices ...
From Watergate to Pegasus: How surveillance methods have developed
The editorial department operates entirely independently of the news department and is not involved in newsroom operations ... limited slavery’s spread west. Brown notes others derided its ...
Behre: The long, strange odyssey of Charleston's John C. Calhoun monument
SYDNEY, July 3 AAP - Peter Snowden has seen Nash Rawiller get the better of ... and had to work to get up behind the leaders but wide, with the favourite Key West on his inside. Killian raced to the ...
Rawiller lifts Snowden's horse to victor
As the disclosures from the Edward Snowden leaks have showed ... and computers and install "beacons" to give them a backdoor inside. Then they box it back up and send it on to the intended ...
These are the most feared hacker groups in the world
Two reports issued last week about meetings in Baghdad gave the inside story on how Iran’s ... US whistleblower Edward Snowden has revealed that the US National Security Agency (NSA) had been ...
How much the US knows about Iraq’s militias
PARIS — Israel’s NSO Group is in the eye of a storm over its Pegasus spyware — but it is far from the only company helping governments with their covert surveillance operations. Explosive ...
Spyware for sale: The booming trade in surveillance tech
of conducting “cyber espionage operations utilizing the zero-day vulnerabilities in Microsoft Exchange Server disclosed in early March 2021.” At the same time, the US Department of Justice ...
How to know you’re the target of Chinese state-sponsored hackers, according to US intelligence
You may not hear their names on Sunday, but these coaches, trainers, football operations staff and front-office employees ... positional and individual stats. Bears inside linebacker Roquan Smith has ...
Pressing Questions
The United States celebrated the end of World War II with Victory in Japan Day on Aug. 14, 1945, exactly 75 years before the release of “Apocalypse ’45,” Erik Nelson’s examination of the war in the ...
steve pond
Once inside, the power Pegasus possesses to transform a phone into ... Then of course there’s the global surveillance estate that Edward Snowden lifted the curtain on in 2013. His leaks revealed how ...
Spyware: why the booming surveillance tech industry is vulnerable to corruption and abuse
The Academy's new diversity requirements mean some past Best Pictures nominees might not be eligible. Awkwafina, Kaitlyn Dever, Cynthia Erivo, Beanie Feldstein, Brian Tyree Henry, Niecy Nash, Florence ...
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